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Abstract— Cooperative behavior in decentralized mobile
agents requires communication among them. However, such
communication can also have negative consequences for a
variety of reasons, and the benefits of communication can vary
over the course of the agent team’s task or mission. In this
paper, we compare the benefits of communication over time for
a team of mobile agents performing a generalsearch-and-engage
mission. Monte Carlo simulations show that communication
provides variable benefit at different times and under different
circumstances. In particular, communication can sometimes
lead to poorer performance if agents have imperfect sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between decision making and commu-
nication strategy is critical in a decentralized multi-agent
system [1], [2], [3]. An approach used to study this is
information value theory [4] used in single-agent contexts
with two myopic assumptions [5]. Several attempts have
been made to extend this theory to multi-agent systems [6],
[7], but the value of information measured by the difference
between the improvement in the agents’ performance and the
costs associated with communication is usually intractable
in decentralized problems. The role – and, therefore, the
benefit – of communication in a multi-agent system depends
strongly on the system’s internal parameters, protocols and
processes, as well as on the functional and environmental
context of the agent team. In order for the agent team to
make consistent decisions, the agents have to work from a
shared base of information, which can only arise through
communication. This may suggest that more communication
– leading to more consistent shared knowledge – is always
better. However, in a system where agents make decisions
autonomously by applying relatively simple decision rules
to available information, this is not necessarily true. Since
communication always has a cost, significant savings may
be realized by using communication only when it is likely
to be most useful. We address this issue systematically for a
simple decentralized multi-agent model.

A decentralized Multi-Agent System (MAS) model based
on perfect communication is established and analyzed [8],
[9]. When, how and what to communicate in order to
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approach comparable system performance is explicitly ex-
plained later in [10], and the effect of communication range
and frequency has been examined. Moreover a synchroniza-
tion algorithm has been proposed to compensate for system
performance deficiency due to limited communication [11].
In this paper, we begin by describing the system, followed
by results from Monte Carlo simulations which are used to
address the issue of communication and its different benefits
within the given scenario.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION

A. Mission Scenario

The mission scenario considered throughout this paper
comprises the following elements:

• A boundedLx × Ly mission environment.
• M stationary targets,tk, where k = 1, . . . ,M , with

targettk, located in cell(xtk
, ytk

).
Of the M targets,Ms are suspected initially by the
agents whileMh = M − Ms need to be discovered
gradually through search. The values ofM andMh are
unknowna priori.
TheM targets are assumed to be drawn fromMT types.

• N autonomous agents,uj , j = 1, . . . , N , where
(xuj

(t), yuj
(t)) denotes the position ofuj at time t.

The mission of the agent team is to discover, confirm and
engage as many targets as possible within a limited time.

B. Environment Description

The environment is divided into a grid of cells, where
the position of each cell,i, is denoted by{(xi, yi), xi =
1, . . . , Lx, yi = 1, . . . , Ly}. Each celli also has a state,ei(t)
at time t, indicating whether it is occupied by a target or
empty, and the type of target (if any). The overall state of
the environment at timet is denoted by:

E(t) = {ei(t), i = 1, · · · , Lx × Ly} .

While E(t) represents the “ground truth” of the environ-
ments, the agents must operate from a subjective view based
on prior information and information acquired during the
mission. The information available to agentu at time t is
denoted byEu(t), and includes the following:

1. The target occupancy probability (TOP) map:

Pu(x, y, t) = [pq(x, y, t), q = 0, . . . ,MT ]

wherepq(x, y, t) is the estimated probability at timet that a
target of typeq is present within the cell(x, y), with q = 0
indicating no target. The probabilities satisfy the constraint



MT
∑

q=0

pq(x, y, t) = 1. (1)

2. Thetarget identifier, Du(i, t) consisting of three parts:
a) the type Identifier, dq(x, y, t) ∈ [0, . . . ,MT ], indicating
the type of the target in cell(x, y) (0 indicating no target);
b) the task identifier, da(x, y, t), indicating the current task
scheduled to be performed in the cell (see below); and c) the
assignment status identifier, ds(x, y, t), indicating whether
the task is assigned or available to agents (see below).

The task identifier,da, is defined based on a canonical
task setZ = {Search, Confirm, Engage} [11].

Of the three tasks, theSearchtask is termed anautomatic
task. The other tasks —Confirm and Engage— are termed
assignable tasks.

Every task at timet has anassignment statuschosen
from the setH = {Inactive, Available, Assigned}.
The assignment status identifier,ds ∈ H indicates whether
the task is currently unassignable (Inactive), is open for
volunteering (Available), or has been assigned to an agent
(Assigned).

To summarize, the Target Identifier is given by:

Du(x, y, t) =
[

du
q (x, y, t), du

a(x, y, t), du
s (x, y, t)

]

The three identifiers work together to provide summarized
information for assignable task allocation, which is one of
the two important pieces of information for decision-making.

3. Theuncertainty, χu(x, y, t), quantifying the degree to
which the status of cell(x, y) is unknown.

We find it useful to distinguish between two types of
uncertainty for each point,(x, y):

1) Uncertainty about the existence of a target
2) Uncertainty about the type of the target, if any.

An entropy-based formulation is used for each, defining
the two quantities as follows:

Target Occupancy Uncertainty, χub
o (t), is given by:

χub
o (x, y, t) = −Pub

0 (x, y, t) logPub

0 (x, y, t)

− (1 − Pub

0 (x, y, t)) log(1 − Pub

0 (x, y, t)). (2)

wherePub

0 (x, y, t) is the agent’s estimate of the probabil-
ity that cell (x, y) has no target.

Target Type Uncertainty, χub
r (x, y, t), is given by:

χu
r (x, y, t) = −

MT
∑

l=1

(Pu
l (x, y, t) logPu

l (x, y, t)), (3)

wherePu
l (x, y, t) is the agent’s estimated probability of a

type l target in cell (x, y), so χu
r (x, y, t) quantifies how

uncertain the agent,u, is about the type of a target.
Based on the above definitions, the uncertainty variable,

χu(x, y, t) is defined as:

χu(x, y, t) = λχχ
u
o (x, y, t) +

(1 − λχ)

logMT

χu
r (x, y, t). (4)

where,λχ is a parameter between0 and 1. This combined
entropy-like formulation provides a measure that represents
how uncertain the agent,u, is about the existence of a target
and its type.

It should be noted that uncertainty here is asubjective
quantity based on the agent’ estimate of what it knows, not
an objective measure of what is known.

4. Thetime stamp, τu(x, y, t), indicating the last time the
information about cell(x, y) was updated.

The information available to agentu at time t is,
therefore:Eu(t) = [Pu(t), Du(t), χu(t), τu(t)], where
Pu(t) = {Pu(x, y, t)}(x,y) is the TOP, andDu(t) =
{Du(x, y, t}(x,y) , χ

u(t) = {χu(x, y, t}(x,y) , τ
u(t) =

{τu(x, y, t}(x,y) are the target identifiers, uncertainty values,
and update time stamps, respectively, for all points(x, y).

C. Agent Model

The heterogeneous team of agents is denoted byT (t) =
{Aj(t), j = 1, · · · , N}. The state,Aj(t) = [δj(t), fj(t)], of
agentuj comprises two parts: thephysical state, δj(t), and
the functional state, fj(t).

1) Agent Physical State:The physical state,δj(t), of
agentuj at time t includes the following:

1) A uniqueID, j.
2) Position (xuj

(t), yuj
(t)) andheading angleψuj

(t).
3) An expertise matrix, Ξuj

(t) = {ξq,a
uj

(t), q =
0, · · · ,MT , a ∈ Z} where ξq,a

uj
(t) indicates agentuj ’s

capability of performing taska on a target of typeq at time
t. For simplicity, in this paper we assume a fixed expertise
matrix, Ξuj

= {ξq,a
uj

}.
Thus:δj(t) =

[

j, xuj
(t), yuj

(t), ψuj
(t),Ξuj

]

.
2) Agent Functional State:The functional state,

fj(t) =
[

xjd(t), yjd(t), ajd(t), ϕj(t)
]

indicates the current destination(xjd(t), yjd(t)) of agent
uj (if any), the taskajd(t) which it must perform at that
destination, and the correspondingcommitment statusϕj(t).
The commitment status,ϕj(t), of agentuj takes a value
from the set,K = {Open, Assigned}, indicating whether
the agent has no commitment (Open) or is assigned to a
task (Assigned). The agent’s commitment status matches the
assignment status of its destination cell.

III. SUBJECTIVE INFORMATION BASE DYNAMICS

Each agent in the decentralized system carries its own
subjective information base (SIB), representing its view of
the mission status.

The SIB, Sub(t), of agentub at time t consists of an
Environment Mapand an Agent Team Map, Sub(t) =
[Eub(t), Tub(t)]. The agent’s SIB updates according to two
information sources: 1) Information generated by the agent’s
own actions; and 2) Information received from other agents.

A. Environment Map

The overall environment map,Eub(t) reflects agentub ’s
understanding of the mission environment at timet:



Eub(t) = [Pub(t), Dub(t), χub(t), τub(t)] (5)

The components ofEub(t) are updated as follows:

• The TOP update is done for cell(x, y) as:
Pub(x, y, t) =

[

{pub
q (x, y, t), q = 0, . . . ,MT }

]

, where
pub

q (x, y, t) is agentub’s estimated probability that a
target of typeq is present at timet in cell (x, y).
When agentub makes an observation or executesEn-
gageat location(x, y), it updates its TOP map to reflect
its new estimate of a target’s presence in the cell.
In the case of an observation, we use a simplified ver-
sion of the Bayesian update function previously devel-
oped by [12], [8], incorporating a model of sensor error
for each task type. In the case ofEngage, Pub(x, y, t)
is updated to reflect the status of no target in the
cell, because the performance ofEngage is assumed
to eliminate the target.

• The target identifier for a point(x, y) is updated as:
Dub(x, y, t) =

[

dub
q (x, y, t), dub

a (x, y, t), dub
s (x, y, t)

]

,
which is the agentub’s view of the target type, task
statusandassignment statusin cell (x, y).
Changes in the TOP map determine the dynamics of
the target identifier. This is modeled as a deterministic
automaton,gh, whose transitions depend on threshold
crossings inPub(x, y, t)(Fig. 1),

Dub(x, y, t) = gh(Dub(x, y, t−), Pub(x, y, t); ρ̄),

where the parameter vector̄ρ represents the set of
threshold values used for transitions.

Fig. 1. Task Dynamics:ps=suspicion threshold,pc=certainty threshold.

• The uncertainty of location(x, y) is updated based
on its new TOP values according to the definition of
uncertainty:

χub(x, y, t) = λχχ
ub
o (x, y, t) +

(1 − λχ)

logMT

χub
r (x, y, t).

(6)

B. Agent Team Map

The agent team map, Tub(t), records agentub ’s knowl-
edge of the whole team’s status. Agentub’s own stateAub

b (t)
depends on itsMove and Action as described below. The
estimates of other agents’ statesAub

j (t) are updated by
communication, which will be described in the next section.

Move: The decision-making module for agentub tells
it where it should head for, while the trajectory generator
calculates how it can reach this destination.

When agentub is open, it moves one step at a time
according to Search algorithm. If the agent is assigned
to complete an assignable task, it moves on a continuous
trajectory towards that task as modeled with a widely used
kinematic model [13], [14], [15]:ẋub

= v cosψb, ẏuj
=

v sinψb, ψ̇ub
≤ η, v̇ = 0, where parameterη limits the

turning radius of the agent, andv indicates its speed.
Action: As agent ub moves in the environment, it

performs anaction at every step which either provides
more information about the environment or causes changes
within the environment. The canonicalaction set is R =
{Sense,Engage,Null}.

• If the action isSense, the sensor system on the agent
returns anobservation valuecub(t) = [q, ub, φ, t] indi-
cating that agentub detects a target of typeq from angle
φ at time t. The sensor model used here [9] considers
possible sensor inaccuracy and has a fixed rectangular
footprint.

• If the action isEngage, the agent clears any target at
the targeted cell.

• Action Null occurs when the cell within the agent’s
sensing footprint has an uncertainty of0. In this case,
there is no need to sense the cell any more, or to engage.

IV. INFORMATION SHARING AND FUSION

The decentralized system we describe requires the speci-
fication of two components with respect to information:

1) The information sharing policy (ISP): Who commu-
nicates what to whom, when and how?

2) The information-fusion policy (IFP): How is re-
ceived information combined with the existing SIB?

Agents are assumed to communicate by broadcast at reg-
ular intervals, or when they perform an action that changes
the status of a potential target location. Each agent,ub,
has acommunication bufferdesigned to mediate information
sharing and fusion.

A. The Communication Buffer

The communication buffer has two components:
1) Thebroadcast buffer, ∆ub , which saves information to

be sent out to other agents in the next broadcast by agent
ub. It consists of:

• the agent’s own state,Aub

b (t).
• The sensor readings,cux(t′), for certain cells taken by

agents,ux, at timest′; including the cells’ locations,
source agent ID,ux, and time stamp,t′, for each
reading.



• Single cell updates,Eux(i, t∗), for some cells,i, whose
status was updated by an agentux at timet∗(see below).

2) The History Buffer, Γub(x, y) ∀(x, y), which is used
to prevent information duplication caused by information
sharing. It stores:

• A reference stateÊub(x, y) with reference time
t̂ub(x, y). The reference state is the state of the cell
at the time of its last known task transition, and the
reference time is the time at which this happened. Note
that the state of cell(x, y) in the agent’s SIB may
include further observation updates after the reference
time, but the reference state is needed during data fusion
as described below.

• All observed or received sensor readings generated or
received for(x, y) after t̂ub(x, y).

B. Information Sharing Policy

The information-sharing policy we use comprises two
communication contingenciesas follows:

• Regular periodic broadcast: Each agent sends out its
own stateAub

b (t) and all new sensor readingscux(t′)
every tb seconds
The content of sensor readingscux(t′) is all observa-
tions which agentub considers new at the time, includ-
ing both the self-generated ones and those received from
other agents.

• Event-triggered broadcast: When a sensing action at
time t by agentux causes a task transition in cell
i, or the agent executes anEngage task leading to
a consequent change in the cell’s interest, agentux

immediately sends out the updatedsingle cell state,

Eux(i, t∗) = [Pux(xi, yi, t
∗), Dux(xi, yi, t

∗),

χux(xi, yi, t
∗), τux(xi, yi, t

∗)]

where (xi, yi) are the coordinates of celli. Note that
this is subjective information from agentux, not the
ground truth.

C. Information Fusion Policy

The communication contingencies described above lead
to an agentub possibly receiving three kinds of information,
thus requiring three protocols to incorporate the information
into its own SIB.

1) Single Agent State:The state,Aux
x (t−), of an agentux

at t− is accepted as received and updates the corresponding
part of ub’s Agent Map Tub(t) accordingly: Aub

x (t) =
Aux

x (t−).
2) Sensor Readings: When ub receives a sensor

reading,cux(x, y, t′) of cell (x, y) taken byux at some time
t′, it triggers the following update:

• The history buffer Γub(x, y) is checked to decide
whether the reading is new or not.
First, t′ is compared with the reference timêtub(x, y).
If t′ ≤ t̂ub(x, y), the received reading is out of date. It
is discarded and the update ends.

If t′ > t̂ub(x, y), the readingcux(t′) is compared with
all recorded sensor readings. If a match appears, the
received reading is discarded as duplicate and the update
ends.
If the reading is not rejected by the two tests above, the
following steps are executed.

• Pub(x, y, t) is updated by the Bayesian rule mentioned
in Section II [12], [8], treatingcux(t′) as if it represented
the agent’s own observation. This new information is
then used to update the cell state,Eub(x, y, t).

• The reading is added toub’s broadcast buffer,∆ub , and
history buffer,Γub(x, y).

3) Single Cell Update:When an event occurs at a specific
location, i = (xi, yi) (e.g., a change in its target status), an
event-triggered single cell updateEux(i, t∗) is received from
the updating agent,ux, and is processed as follows by the
receiving agentub:

• The history buffer location,Γub(xi, yi), is checked to
decide whether the received interest point information
is new or not.
Its time stamp,t∗, is compared with the reference time
t̂ub(x, y):
If t∗ ≤ t̂ub(xi, yi), the received interest point reading
is out of date. It is discarded and the update stops.
If t∗ > t̂ub(xi, yi), the following steps are executed.

• The history buffer location,Γub(xi, yi), is updated as
follows:

– The reference stateis updated:

Êub(xi, yi, t) = Eux(i, t∗)

t̂(xi, yi) = t∗;

– The sensor readings are updated:
For each sensor reading withinΓub(x, y), if its
time stamp is smaller or equal tôt(xi, yi), it is
discarded; otherwise it is kept.

• The environment mapEub(xi, yi, t) is updated by ap-
plying the update law to the history buffer’s reference
stateÊub(xi, yi, t) using each sensor reading remaining
in the history buffer. The final result is the value of
Eub(xi, yi, t).

• The new information,Eux(i, t∗), is added intoub’s
Broadcast Buffer∆ub .

Each agent in the system makes its own decisions based
only on its current SIB. These decisions are of two types: 1)
Assignment of an assignable task; and 2) The direction of
search. These decisions are made using a simple algorithm
that we have described previously [11].

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We consider three situations:
• No Initial Awareness (NIA): The agents do not have

any a priori suspected targets.
• Partial Initial Awareness (PIA): The agents suspect

the locations of half the targetsa priori.
• Full Initial Awareness (FIA): The agents suspect the

locations of all the targetsa priori.



Fig. 2. Performance for 20 targets in the NIA case.

Fig. 3. Performance for 20 targets in the PIA case.

It is difficult to untangle the effects of communication
and decision-making on the performance of a cooperative
agent team, so we chose to look at the extreme cases of
full communication and no communication while keeping
the decision algorithm fixed.

The performance of the team at timet is measured by the
number of targets that have been engaged up to that point.
For the no communication case, this is denoted byQn(t),
and for the full communication case byQf (t).

The results are shown in Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Each figure shows the number of engaged targets at each
step over a period of800 steps for the full communication
and no communication cases. Each data point is averaged

Fig. 4. Performance for 20 targets in the FIA case.

Fig. 5. Performance for 40 targets in the NIA case.

Fig. 6. Performance for 40 targets in the PIA case.

over ten independent simulations.
The figures illustrate a very interesting pattern, which can

be summarized as follows:

• In theNo Initial Awareness(NIA) case, communication
is always better than no communication, though it pro-
vides the greatest differential benefit during the middle
part of the mission, and the benefit tapers off near the
end.

• In the Partial Initial Awareness(PIA) case, there are
two distinct stages: 1) In the early part, communication
provides no added benefit; and 2) After the initial pe-
riod, communication does provide a distinct additional
benefit, which again tapers off in the later stages of the

Fig. 7. Performance for 40 targets in the FIA case.



mission.
• In theFull Initial Awareness(FIA) case, there are three

distinct stages: 1) As with the PIA case, communication
provides no added benefit in the early part of the
mission; 2) After the initial period, communication does
provide a distinct additional benefit, with the largest
differential benefit in the middle of this period; and 3)
In the final stages of the mission, communication again
provides no additional benefit, and is perhaps slightly
detrimental.

These results show several specific phenomena, which are
systematically discussed below:

1) When some targets are initially suspected, communica-
tion provides no advantage in the initial stages. This
is because the agents already have initially assigned
targets, and go forth to confirm and engage them
without any need to communicate. However, experi-
ments indicate (data not shown) that communication
during this stage does contribute to its benefit during
subsequent stages, and turning communication off in
the first stage lowers final performance.

2) Communication always helps if there are unsuspected
targets in the environment.This happens because
communication improves search efficiency, leading to
faster discovery and engagement of targets. It also
improves coordination between agents in terms of task
assignment.

3) Communication helps even if all target locations are
known, except when only a few targets are left.This
is because, even though target locations are known,
information about the state and assignments of other
agents improve coordination once the initially assigned
targets have been engaged.

4) Communication hinders the team’s ability to mop up
the last few targets.This leads to a late stage where the
performance of the non-communicating team catches
up with that of the communicating team, and even sur-
passes it slightly. The reason for this is very interesting,
and illustrates a subtle point regarding the interplay of
imperfect sensing and communication, as well as the
value of diversity. Because the agents have imperfect
sensors, they occasionally miss a target and record the
location as having no target. If agents communicate,
this erroneous information is sent to everyone, and the
target can sometimes be “lost” by the team. On the
other hand, if agents do not communicate, the mistaken
agent’s erroneous information does not spread to other
agents, which can then engage the target. As long as
agents have many targets to engage, the lost targets are
not an issue, but at the end of the mission, they are the
only ones left, and when the whole team loses track
of them, it is much more difficult to rediscover them.
Thus, communication, which is a benefit in most cases
and at most stages of the mission, can be a problem at
the endbecause it reduces the informational diversity
of the team.This is an interesting illustration of how

coordination can be worse than uncoordinated behavior
if it is based on incorrect information.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We showed that, for agents with imperfect sensors, com-
munication can allow the effects of erroneous observations
by individual agents to spread to the whole team, and detract
from overall performance. The interplay between the quality
of sensing and the utility of communication will be explored
further in future reports.
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